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FULLY BEING 

IMMERSION LEVEL I 
> SUBTLE BODY 

TEXT VERSION FOR MOBILE VIEWING 

 

 

 

PREFACE 

This document is the text version of Fully 
Being (https://fullybeing.org). This material is 
copyrighted to Pundarika Foundation U.S. and 
is for your individual use only. Please do not 
share it with others. 

The text is to be used in conjunction with the 
online videos or downloaded audio available 
for each lesson.  

https://fullybeing.org/
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WELCOME TO 
SUBTLE BODY I 

THE INNER YOGA OF FULLY BEING 

 

DESCRIPTION 

The subtle body is the experience of feelings, 
essence love, subtle sensations, and the 
movement of energies. We learn how the 
healthy circulation of energy moves in the 
subtle body, physical body and mind, and their 
natural speed limits. And we see how our 
energies can be blocked or stuck in specific 
ways. The subtle body, according to yogic 
physiology and Tibetan Buddhism, basically 
consists of channels (nadi), energies (prana or 
lung), and seeds of energy (bindu). By applying 
specific breathing techniques as well as 
handshake practice, we gradually balance our 
energies and become more grounded. 
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METHOD 

We learn a scanning and breathing technique 
to recognize overly-speedy and anxious energy 
in our subtle body and how to bring this 
misplaced energy back down to its natural 
resting place below the navel. 
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SPEED LIMITS 
QUESTIONS 

• How do you experience lung or 
speediness in your life? 

• How do you work with lung and speed 
limits? 

 

KEY POINTS 

• There are three distinct speed limits for 
the physical body, subtle body, and 
mind. 

• The mind, emotions, and body all fight 
when there is a speedy lung, and we 
become exhausted from this. With 
practice and help from the body and 
mind, the subtle body will gradually slow 
down to its natural speed and rhythm. 

• We need to have some guts to challenge 
this fighting of mind, subtle body, and 
body. We can respect their three speed 
limits and still accomplish what we need 
to get done without the exhaustion. 
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EXERCISES 

• When you find yourself rushing, pause 
for a moment, and drop the thinking, 
judging mind entirely. Just rest and be 
during many brief moments throughout 
the day. 

• Watch your speed limits in different 
situations and the need to slow down 
the subtle body. Observe how slowing 
down the subtle body affects your mind 
and body in different ways. Become 
familiar with healthy qualities that arise 
when the feelings, mind, and body are 
working together. 

• Read or re-read the description in OPEN 
HEART, OPEN MIND (by Tsoknyi 
Rinpoche) of the bridge story (page 1). 
This story helps us understand the 
subtle interaction between the subtle 
body, body, and mind, and how to make 
healthy changes in our experience. 

DAILY CONTEMPLATIONS 

• Chew experience, don’t gobble 
• Respect speed limits 
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MODERNITY AND 
LUNG 

QUESTIONS 

• How does disordered lung bring us out 
of nowness? 

• How do the mind and lung work 
together in a healthy situation? 

 

KEY POINTS 

• Lung is also called prana or chi. 
• One of the signs of having a lung 

disorder is pressure in the head or heart 
area. 

• Lung doesn’t manifest as a particular 
emotion. It is a feeling of not being at 
ease, almost a little edgy. Inside this 
feeling of pressure is speedy energy. It’s 
often such a strong habit to feel this way 
that we think it’s a natural state of 
being. But it’s not. 

• When the lung has extra speed, it is 
silently and gently changing our 
perceptions to make us think we need to 
rush. We cannot be in the present. 
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• We are not experiencing nowness 
because our lung is vibrating and 
shimmering, creating worry that we 
should be somewhere else. 

• As the lung builds up pressure, it can go 
into the heart. It triggers memories that 
come from our subtle body imprints (in 
the nadi). And it goes into different 
chakras where there are knots that take 
the form of memories. 

• In the modern world, we use wind 
energy too much to think and move. 
Eventually, the lung, the horse, gets 
used to that and wants to be the rider. 
Usually the mind is the rider, and the 
lung is the horse. The mind and lung 
need to work together. 

EXERCISES 

• Handshake and breathe into the “not 
feeling at ease” experience. Because this 
is uncomfortable, watch your tendency 
to push this away, analyze it, indulge in 
stories, numb out, apply antidotes, etc. 
Just be aware of these habits, however 
powerfully they arise and don’t do 
anything. 

• Reflect on how the concept of “having 
to rush” affects our lung. Write down 
the statement “I need to rush 
because…” and over time, answer this 
question as you do the practices. We 
can ask how much rushing is only in our 
mind and has little or no effect on the 
action being performed. 

• Notice how you are affected by others’ 
lung in work or family situations. When 
you begin to feel this speedy energy, 
break the pattern by bringing the lung 
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down to the navel through gentle vase 
breathing. Feel how, when you are 
grounded and present, the quality of 
your relationships change. 

• The lung can distort our experience of 
the past and future, and we are not 
present to our experience. As you do 
handshake and breathing practice, bring 
your attention and awareness to the 
actual present time sensations in the 
body and feelings. When we catch 
ourselves throughout the day wandering 
in the past and future, relax into the 
present and pause. We can make pauses 
throughout the day and use external 
cues to support us. For example, when 
the phone rings or computer beeps, use 
the split second before responding to 
pause, breathe, and connect with our 
present moment experience. 

DAILY CONTEMPLATIONS 

• Misplaced lung is speedy 
• Lung, the horse, mind, the rider 
• The mind and lung need to work 

together 
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SPEEDING 
QUESTIONS 

• Is it helpful to think fast? 
• Can speedy energy make us dull? 

 

KEY POINTS 

• Everything has its speed limit, including 
our physical body, the subtle body and 
emotions, and the thinking mind. 

• Thinking fast and accurately is very 
good, but unnecessary feelings of 
urgency are challenging for our physical 
body. 

• When the speedy wind comes up into 
our chakras, channels, and head, our 
whole body becomes bloated and tight. 
But energy is still rushing underneath. 
There's a lot of noise, but we aren't 
doing anything. 

• We need to know how to bring down 
the speedy wind energy so that it 
resides in the navel. 

• When the speedy lung is up in our chest, 
we can become disturbed, which makes 
our channels tight. This affects our bindu 
or life energy, which then doesn't 
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circulate correctly, and we become 
unbalanced, dull, uninspired, and flat. 

• The speedy energy always pressures us 
to do something, which is destructive to 
our subtle body. 

EXERCISES 

• Notice how we “drive” the body, subtle 
body, and mind with different speed 
limits. What is the natural speed limit 
for each of these in our experience? 
What is too slow or too fast? 

• Spend some time at an airport, shopping 
mall, or very active place observing 
speed limits in speech and body 
movement. What are cultural norms we 
may embrace concerning speed? 

• Explore how the mind, body, and subtle 
body affect each other. If our mind is 
focused and we are thinking quickly, 
how does this affect the body and subtle 
body? If our subtle body is balanced, 
how does this affect the body? 

• Practice handshake and then rest in 
essence love. Sense the warmth in your 
subtle body and how it makes your body 
and mind feel 

DAILY CONTEMPLATIONS 

• Everything has its own speed limit 
• Thinking fast and clear is good 
• Feelings of urgency can be unnecessary 
• Speedy energy makes our whole body 

feel bloated and tight 
• Speedy energy pressures us to do 

something, anything 
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DISTORTED LUNG 
QUESTIONS 

• What prevents us from connecting with 
clarity and essence love? 

• What keeps our lung (speedy energy) 
from its home? 

 

KEY POINTS 

• Through handshake practice, we may be 
able to connect with clarity and essence 
love at the core of our feelings. But we 
may have difficulty connecting because 
of a lung (speedy energy) disorder. 

• Distorted winds, which we call a lung 
disorder, is one of the primary 
disturbances in the 21st century. 

• Because of fear and our speedy lifestyle, 
all of the moving energy in the subtle 
body does not reside in the gut. It goes 
up into the chest, shoulders, and head. 
It then gets stuck between the chest and 
head. 

• There are ways to bring the lung down 
to its home below the navel. We can 
handshake the lung, which is the 
"automatic" way to bring it down. 
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• There is also a breathing exercise, a 
"manual" way. If we cannot bring the 
lung to its home through handshake, 
then we have to do a breathing exercise. 

EXERCISES 

• Examine the results of your handshake 
practice. Have you been able to connect 
to some extent with clarity and essence 
love? 

• Practice finding the lung at different 
times during the day and evening. Don’t 
try to change it in any way and just be 
aware of the sensations and feelings in 
the body and subtle body. Notice how it 
changes throughout the day with 
different activities. 

• Keeping a relaxed and grounded body, 
tune into the speedy energy and explore 
being with it through handshake 
practice or the vase breath. 

DAILY CONTEMPLATIONS 

• Connect with clarity and essence love 
• Notice moving energy 
• Handshake the lung 
• Lung belongs in its home below the 

navel 
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HANDSHAKING LUNG 
QUESTIONS 

• How can we connect to our speedy 
feeling? 

• Why would we pretend to be relaxed 
and calm? 

 

KEY POINTS 

• There are two ways to bring lung to its 
home. The first is the handshake 
practice, which is the 'automatic' way. 

• We drop our thinking mind, become 
aware of the body, and go deeper until 
we feel a movement, a pushy feeling — 
this is speediness. 

• We connect or handshake and stay with 
that feeling. We are not judging, 
supporting, or indulging. Slowly the 
speedy energy will come down to its 
natural speed limit. 

• When something unusual happens, our 
speedy energy naturally may rise and 
then go back down. But sometimes, 
after the situation is over, it doesn't go 
down. We might pretend to be relaxed 
and calm, but our speedy energy is still 
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too high, which affects our minds and 
emotions. 

• We need to work with our basic level of 
speed. 

EXERCISES 

• When doing handshake practice with 
the speedy energy, notice how a non-
judging mind affects the quality of the 
handshake. Sometimes we may be 
subtly judging ourselves and the quality 
of our practice, and this affects our 
handshaking the lung. Watch for this 
from time to time. 

• Watch yourself to see if you pretend to 
be cool and relaxed, but underneath 
there is still some speediness, anxiety, or 
nervousness. 

• During difficult times and unexpected 
events, we have a unique opportunity to 
work with the lung since it tends to stay 
"up" long after the situation has 
changed. Spend time finding and 
handshaking this type of lung and 
becoming familiar with its underlying 
need to go fast and be stuck. Also, 
practice breathing and see how this 
complements the handshake practice. 
Finally, before doing the handshake 
practice, make sure your body is 
grounded and relaxed and, if possible, 
touch the warmth of essence love 
amidst the difficulty and stress. 

DAILY CONTEMPLATIONS 

• Drop the speedy energy 
• Feel the lung energy 
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• Notice speedy energy rising and falling 
• Are we pretending to be cool and 

relaxed? 
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LUNG BREATHING 
QUESTIONS 

• What do we notice when the lung 
comes home? 

• When the lung comes home, does it stay 
there? 

 

KEY POINTS 

• The next way to bring lung to its home is 
to use the normal breath and educate 
the breathing system. The first step is to 
learn how to breathe properly. The 
second is to notice pressure or 
restlessness in the head. When we 
breathe in, the energy will come down. 

• Breathing in the upper chest is shallow 
or 'worry breathing.' We want to 
breathe deeply from our abdomen, like 
baby breathing. 

• We can learn to breathe from our core 
in the abdomen. 

• Breathe in and hold (hold the breath in) 
for 3 to 10 seconds, whatever is 
comfortable at first. Push down gently 
when breathing out slowly.  Keep 
increasing the holding time on the in-
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breath from 3 to 15 seconds (per 
breath). Don't force the breathing. 
There is just a natural pause at the end 
of the out-breath before the next in-
breath. 

• Close your eyes and become aware of 
the head and any pressure there. Then 
breathe in and notice the mind and 
awareness coming down to the core and 
stay there. 

• Doing this again and again, after several 
minutes, you will feel lightness in your 
head. Notice the ability to move your 
head, neck, and shoulders easily, with a 
feeling of lightness. 

• We may also feel a special effect on our 
eyes. When the lung is up, we often 
sense some burning and shimmering in 
our eyes. When the lung comes down, 
our eyes feel a little cooler, and vision is 
more precise and brighter. Sometimes 
tightness in our face also opens. 

• Lung’s quality is to be speedy and airy. 
• When the lung is in its home, everything 

becomes earthy and grounded. We 
become comfortable, just being, not 
afraid of doing nothing. 

• We may feel some movement in our 
core, and even sound, as our lung comes 
down. It's a sign the lung is coming 
down to it home. The lung is not a 
problem in itself unless its in the wrong 
place. 

• The lung may come down for a while, 
but then go up again. So then we bring it 
back down. 
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EXERCISES 

• Practice doing this breathing practice 30 
times in a row during each practice 
session for a week. 

• Observe how we breathe during the day. 
Does it change during the day 
depending on our circumstances? How 
about when we are with old friends and 
at another time with difficult people? At 
this point, don't try to change how we 
breathe, be aware of what the raw 
experience is. 

• If you have the opportunity, hang out 
with small children and watch how they 
breathe naturally from down in the 
belly. Or, check out videos on the web of 
babies breathing. Then do the breathing 
practice in slow stages with no rush to 
do it "right." Explore the raw sensations 
and feelings as you breathe down into 
the belly. 

• Find the "worry breath," the quick, 
shallow breath in the chest. Handshake 
this worry breath with a grounded body 
and the warmth of essence love. 

DAILY CONTEMPLATIONS 

• Shallow breathing is worry breathing 
• Learn to breathe from the core 
• Find speedy energy 
• Breathe in and gently hold 
• Don’t force the breath 
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LUNG IS HOME 
QUESTIONS 

• What did our subtle body feel like when 
we were young? 

• How is gentle vase breathing like a good 
massage? 

 

KEY POINTS 

• When lung stays in its right space, there 
is no problem. This is not a theory to 
learn, and we have to experience it. We 
have to trust the effect of bringing the 
lung down. 

• We use our pure awareness to find 
speedy energy. If we bring it down with 
the vase breath 30 times or more, we 
will begin to notice some effect. 

• The best way to practice is to bring light 
attention to the speedy lung and allow it 
to find its home naturally. 

• Whatever we are doing, even walking, 
talking, or reading, we can use 
mindfulness to keep the right speed 
limit. 
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• When we lose connection with the 
ground of the lung, we may even 
experience digestive problems. 

EXERCISES 

• The lung can be felt in the eyes, 
especially when we are stressed out. 
Notice as you practice breathing the 
lung down how it affects your eyes and 
vision. How do the eyes feel and see 
when the subtle body is balanced, and 
we feel open and spacious? 

• Notice the way we set speed limits for 
different situations based on our past 
conditioning (this can show up in a 
variety of ways: how we eat, talk, have 
relationships, drive, etc.) Notice when 
we begin to rush and feel stress, and 
handshake and breathe into these 
situations. This helps us break the 
conditioning cycle of speed. Through the 
practice, we can begin to be more and 
more aware of the subtle triggers for 
stress and speed, and learn to breathe 
through them until this practice 
becomes automatic. 

 DAILY CONTEMPLATIONS 

• Bring lung down to earth 
• We're born with the right speed 
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TRAUMA 
QUESTIONS 

• What happens in our subtle body when 
we experience a shock? 

• What happens when our subtle body 
loses balance? 

 

KEY POINTS 

• Distortions can happen through the lung 
(prana) or directly through the channels 
(nadi). 

• A sudden dramatic experience, like 
trauma, can shock the whole nadi 
system, causing a knot or imprint in the 
subtle channels. 

• A knot or blockage keeps the energy 
drops (bindu) from circulating. Balance 
is lost. Our clarity, guts, and especially 
love and bliss do not flow properly. We 
have to open up the knots. 

• The lung has speed, but because of hope 
and fear, it is pushed upwards in the 
body. The lung pushes on the nadi, like 
an alarm, agitating us and making us 
want to move the physical body faster. 
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• The physical body has its speed limit, 
but our emotions can become impatient 

EXERCISES 

• Gently and slowly, and with a non-
judging mind, touch any traumas 
through handshake practice. If the 
experience is too threatening, it is not 
time yet, back off, and do not push 
yourself. This is a time where we may 
need to seek professional help (ideally 
from a person with an understanding of 
dharma practice) from a therapist, 
doctor, or wise teacher before moving 
on with training. 

• If we are okay with touching trauma as it 
comes up in our experience, this is 
where grounding in the body, being 
present in the here and now, and going 
very slowly are essential. Since our 
cultural habit to rush is often strong, we 
need to be aware of this and more 
deeply relax in the body. 

• As we handshake hope and fear, we can 
practice being with all of our 
experiences without judging ourselves, 
ruminating about the causes of the 
traumas, etc. As we do this, notice if a 
feeling is too strong. We may need to 
step back for the time being. 

• If we do yoga, qigong, or other forms of 
movement, be aware if they tend to 
relax and open the body and subtle 
body. Handshake practice and the lung 
breath can be more effective when we 
relax and open so that deeper feelings 
can emerge. 
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DAILY CONTEMPLATIONS 

• Hope and fear are pushy 
• Unknot the knots 
• Trauma can unwind 
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CONDITIONING 
QUESTIONS 

• Does our upbringing affect our subtle 
bodies? 

• What happens when the subtle body 
becomes frozen? 

 

KEY POINTS 

• From childhood, certain conditions 
cause the lung to speed up. 

• For example, parents send messages 
like, “I know you will do this. You can do 
it.” This is hope. When the child 
succeeds in something, the parents hug 
the child, sending the message, “I love 
you.” This sends a message to the bindu 
— which naturally has well-being, a 
carefree quality, and feels happiness 
without reason. 

• Parents think if they don’t say this or 
show this that somehow their children 
will not be able to keep up with their 
cognitive education. So they use hope 
and fear, pressure and goals. 
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• These messages become knots in the 
bindu and channels, and the bindus no 
longer flow freely. 

• We end up thinking, “I need a reason to 
move, a reason to express love, a reason 
to receive happiness.” 

• Slowly the bindu gets locked up. We 
believe it’s not good to move freely. We 
learn we are not allowed to express 
bindu without reason. So everything 
becomes conditioned. 

• The value of our natural well-being is 
ignored. Gradually the subtle body 
becomes frozen, and natural well-being 
starts to disappear. But we want to 
experience well-being, so we resort to 
using conditions to try to find it. 

EXERCISES 

• Review different periods in your life and 
how “having to have a reason” to feel 
happiness became part of your way of 
being. We are not evaluating or judging 
these periods of our lives. It is more a 
process of feeling into the times and 
places where we lost the spark of well-
being that we naturally felt as children. 
Begin with easily accessible experiences 
and then more subtle ones as we see 
how this “having to have a reason” was 
influenced by our parents, friends, 
teachers, bosses, culture, etc. 

• Find activities that you are naturally 
attracted to and engage in them with 
youthful abandon. Feel your feelings 
simply and truly, without reservation. 
Sense the spark in the bindus in the 
subtle body. 
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• Reflect on what messages we give to 
children and how our upbringing and 
cultural values may unconsciously 
condition them. Generate an intention 
to reconnect with the natural well-being 
of the subtle body and to give messages 
to children that will help them continue 
to open into their natural well-being. 

DAILY CONTEMPLATIONS 

• Bindus are carefree – happy without 
reason 

• Bindus and nadis become conditioned 
• Don't create a sandwich problem 
• We don’t need a reason to express love 
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FIRST THREE STEPS 
QUESTION 

• What are the three steps for bringing 
down the lung? 

 

KEY POINTS 

• First, when breathing in, use the side 
abdominal muscles to gently push down 
while feeling lightness in the chest. 

• When the lung is in it’s home, we can 
breathe deeply. When lung is higher in 
the chest, there is a little fighting. 

• Second, we can feel the restless energy 
in the head. When the lung has gone 
down, we feel lightness in the upper 
body and can breathe more deeply. 

• The third step for bringing the lung 
down is scanning or sweeping down. 
Another image is like pressing down on 
a French press coffee maker. 

• Sweeping is done mentally, not 
something you are physically doing. It is 
a little more than imagined, a little less 
than doing. 

• The first part of sweeping is scanning or 
knowing. The second part is using 
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breathing to help. The third part is 
sweeping from the head down, together 
with the breathing. 

• When we inhale, start from the head 
and sweep the mind’s attention from 
the head to the belly. Again, breathe in 
and sweep down. Keep the mind’s 
attention in the gut. 

• The mind comes together with the 
breath, inviting the lung to its home. We 
can pretend or imagine that the lung has 
come down. We have to do this many 
times. Sometimes the lung will find the 
road down with the help of the breath. 

• Bringing the lung down is a somewhat 
magical practice. It helps so many 
people. 

EXERCISES 

• Notice throughout the day where our 
lung is and how it moves. When we 
become aware of the lung moving up, 
we can notice how our breathing 
changes (more shallow), and when the 
lung drops down how it is deeper and 
more grounding. 

• Jot down or memorize these three 
steps. Spend time exploring each of 
these and don’t rush. Savor each one. 

• Imagine during the day that the lung is 
below the navel. This is a kind invitation 
for the lung to come back home. 

DAILY CONTEMPLATIONS 

• When the lung is home we can breathe 
deeply 
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• Sweeping is like pressing down on a 
French Press 

• A little more than imagining, a little less 
than doing 

• Sweep from head to belly 
• Invite lung to its home 
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FOURTH AND FIFTH 
STEPS 

QUESTIONS 

• What sensations do we feel when the 
lung comes down? 

• What is the “gentle” way of bringing the 
lung to its home? 

 

KEY POINTS 

• {Continuing with the third step of 
sweeping from the last lesson} The third 
step of sweeping is almost like the 
breath and mind are asking the lung, 
“can you come down?” 

• Sweep with the mind’s attention from 
the head to the belly. Lung might not 
come down at first, but slowly the 
distorted lung will come down. 

• We will feel more strength in our legs, 
and our neck, shoulders, and chest will 
feel freer. We’ll feel less burning in our 
eyes, and the tension around the 
eyeballs will start to soften and relax. 

• When we look at objects, we’ll have 
more courage to look without fear and 
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will see more sharply and with more 
color. Our mouth will feel less dry. 

• We start to feel, “I’m in my body, not 
just in my head." 

• When we work, we will do it well 
without a sense of urgency. 

• Rinpoche says, “When I have a lot of 
lung, I cannot speak another language 
very well. I feel my tongue is a little 
thick. And I want to speak very fast as if 
I’m rushed, but no one is rushing me.” 

• We have to do this breathing 50-100 
times a day. Start with 30 times a day, 
ten breaths at a time. 

• There are two ways of sweeping, one is 
more forceful, and one is gentler. Try 
both and see which is better for you. 

• The fourth step is gently holding the 
lung in its home. We use subtle muscle 
pressure to keep the lung below the 
navel gently. We are making a subtle 
imprint and then reminding the lung to 
come down. To make sure the lung stays 
there, we push down with a little breath 
and hold. 

• The relationship between the lung and 
the mind starts to strengthen. 

• The fifth step is gently holding the lung 
below the navel while we are carrying 
on everyday activities like talking, 
reading, and walking. We use 
mindfulness with awareness. 

EXERCISES 

• Review your notes or memory of the 
five steps and periodically remind 
yourself what they are. As you practice 
these, note how each step works with 
the other ones. 
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• Examine yourself to see if you 
experience some or most of the 
symptoms Rinpoche describes. 

• Set a goal to do this breathing practice 
fifty to hundred times per day. Start 
with ten per day and build up from 
there. 

DAILY CONTEMPLATIONS 

• Distorted lung will come down 
• In the body, not the head 
• Strong legs, relaxed shoulders, fearless 

eyes 
• Breathe this way 50-100 times a day 
• The fourth step is gently holding the 

lung in its home with the breath 
• The fifth step is gently holding in 

everyday life 
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